
TRIAL ONE DATA SHEET 

 Trial Diary                 TRIAL #1               DATE:    1/14/23                                                 

 

Time at beginning of trial  11:35           Time at end of  trial  11:40

 Variables:

● Dependent: current produced
● Independent: blade shape
● Constants:  wind speed/distance/angle, blade pitch, motor, circuit

 

 

L



 Did you follow your procedures exactly? 

Yes

What were your results?

The paddle curved blade produced the most current

Is this what you expected would happen?    Why or why not.

 Yes, this followed my hypothesis.

 
 

 

 

 

Create any drawings or include pictures of your trial experiment.  

 



TRIAL TWO DATA SHEET 

 Trial Diary                 TRIAL #2              DATE:       1/14/23                                              

 

Time at beginning of trial  11:41           Time at end of  trial  11:44

 Variables:

● Dependent: current produced
● Independent: blade shape
● Constants:  wind speed/distance/angle, blade pitch, motor, circuit
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 Did you follow your procedures exactly?   

Yes

What were your results? 

The flat edge blade produced the most current.

Is this what you expected would happen?    Why or why not.

 No. From my research, I expected the flat edge blade to do the worst.



TRIAL THREE DATA SHEET 

 Trial Diary                 TRIAL #3              DATE:       1/14/23                                              

 

Time at beginning of trial  11:46           Time at end of  trial  11:51

 Variables:

● Dependent: current produced
● Independent: blade shape
● Constants:  wind speed/distance/angle, blade pitch, motor, circuit

 

 



 Did you follow your procedures exactly?   

Yes

What were your results? 

The paddle curved blade produced the most current.

Is this what you expected would happen?    Why or why not.

 Yes. The curved blade shape creates lift and has slightly more surface 
area.

 



TRIAL FOUR DATA SHEET 

 Trial Diary                 TRIAL #4              DATE:       1/14/23                                              

 

Time at beginning of trial            Time at end of  trial

 Variables:

● Dependent: current produced
● Independent: blade shape
● Constants:  wind speed/distance/angle, blade pitch, motor, circuit

 

 



 Did you follow your procedures exactly?   

Yes

What were your results? 

The paddle curved blades produced the most current.

Is this what you expected would happen?    Why or why not.

 Yes. I expected the paddle curved blade to perform the best 

because of my research and previous project trials.

 



TRIAL FIVE DATA SHEET 

 Trial Diary                 TRIAL #5              DATE:       1/14/23                                              

 

Time at beginning of trial            Time at end of  trial

 Variables:

● Dependent: current produced
● Independent: blade shape
● Constants:  wind speed/distance/angle, blade pitch, motor, circuit

 

 



 Did you follow your procedures exactly?   

Yes

What were your results? 

The flat edge blade produced the most current.

Is this what you expected would happen?    Why or why not.

 No. I expected the flat edge blade to perform worst or maybe 

second-best because of my data from previous trials.
 

 



NOTES

- The blades performed better on the 3rd and 4th trials.
- The results slightly changed depending on in which order you test the 

blades.
- I noticed that the blades don’t produce (as much) current immediately 

after the wind source is turned on.


